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Origins of Life

4.5 bya
formation of 
the earth

3.8 bya
origin of life
oldest rocks in Isua, Greenland
?chemical traces of life?     

microbe-like cellular filament 
found in 3.2 billion year 
old rock
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3.5 bya
fossil evidence of cellular life:

stromatolites

modern

1.8 billion years

2 – 3 bya many forms of cellular life

Nisbet 2000
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origins of life

defining life

Oparin-Haldane model

RNA as an early life-form

evolution of cells

origins of the major branches 
in the tree of life

Cambrian “explosion”

properties of life

• homeostasis
• structural organization
• metabolism
• growth and reproduction
• response to environmental conditions
• evolution by natural selection
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all known life on earth has a 
single common ancestor

proteins only from L-isomers of amino acids
sugars, nucleosides only D-isomers

near universal, but arbitrary, genetic code

machinery of protein synthesis:  ribozyme

the Oparin-Haldane model
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1953 Miller-Urey Synthesis

sugars
CH4, NH3, CO2, H2O HCN,    H2CO2 amino acids

other organic
molecules

simple organic molecules
can be produced by
abiotic chemical reactions

Miller  1953  Science 117:528

prebiotic formation of nucleobases

ultraviolet
light

Barks et al 2010 ChemBioChem
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the Oparin-Haldane model

the central dogma
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origin of simple replicating molecule  (crucial step)

RNA  <  DNA

RNA   interact directly with environment
read, replicate directly
structural diversity (nucleotide sequence)
can be an enzyme, catalyzing biochemical 
reactions (e.g., RNA polymerases)

“RNA world”    (Woese, Orgel, Gilbert, Fox)

but:  no known self-replicating RNA

Lincoln and Joyce 2009 Science

an in vitro RNA-based self-replicating system lacking a protein component
each ribozyme is present as two halves, which are cross-ligated

A cross-replicating RNA via in vitro evolution

induce sequence variation in the "halves" 
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Lincoln and Joyce 2009 Science

evolution of the autocatalytic ribozyme system

RNA

isoguanine

diaminopurine

xanthine
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prebiotic
molecules

polymer
world

origin
of life

amino acids,
sugars, lipids

self-replication,
functional selection

oligonucleotides,
peptides,

oligosaccharides,
vesicles

easy to assemble functionally superior

the end of the RNA World

RNA as a single, all-purpose molecule

new variants competition and replacement

•DNA becomes the genetic material (more stable than RNA)

•RNA becomes the messenger molecule, carrying information from
DNA to the ribosome

•proteins became responsible for basic metabolic reactions
(more efficient promoters of chemical reactions than RNA) 
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the Oparin-Haldane model

cells have advantages over non-cellular life

compartmentalization complexity

increased metabolic efficiency  

enclosure of products

reduced mutational error
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early membranes may have formed from fatty acids

concentration of fatty acids – micelle formation

spontaneous protocell formation

how did cells form?

Jack Szostak

Eukaryotes  2.2  - 1.8 bya    (fossils  =  molecular data)
organelles  - mitochondria, chloroplasts
nucleus
mitosis, meiosis

increase in atmospheric oxygen  (~2 bya)
photosynthetic organisms
aerobic respiration (mitochondria)

early cellular life was prokaryotic, anaerobic

Cyanobacteria   3.0 – 2.5 bya
evolution of photosynthesis
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evolution of multicellularity

cell differentiation
rudimentary development

~1.5 bya (molecular clock)
1.2 bya (fossils – algae)

key innovations
--cell adhesion molecules
--epithelial sheets of cells
--hierarchical gene action

Ediacaran (Australia) fossils –
earliest multicellular animals  670-550 mya

fossils of Bangiomorpha pubescens, 
a 1.2 billion year old red alga

origins of the major branches in the tree of life
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Conway Morris 1998  The Crucible of Creation

Cambrian “explosion”  ~540 mya
http://www.trilobites.info/anohome.html
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molecular sequence data suggest that lineage divergence occurred
much earlier than the divergence of body plans  (~ 1 bya)

Wray et al. 1996 
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What caused the Cambrian explosion?

Ediacaran (Proterozoic):  limited ecological diversity (sessile filter 
feeders  or water column planktivores)

Burgess Shale (Cambrian):  great increase in ecological diversity
marks the origin of hard parts

changes in the physical environment
- increase in atmospheric oxygen
- “snowball earth”
- mass extinction of the Ediacaran fauna

changes in genetic or developmental machinery

changes in the biotic environment
- predators, especially visually hunting predators
- increase in plant (phytoplankton) productivity

Life developed from inorganic molecules; self replication was an
important step in the evolution of life

Experimental evolution supports the hypothesis that RNA or a similar
molecule may have been the initial information storage molecule

Experimental chemistry suggests that the first replicators may not have
been RNA; other bases and sugars may have been easier to assemble
although less efficient

Early cells may have arisen from fatty acids micelles

Horizontal gene transfer was important in the early evolution of life

Complex life arose fairly late in Earth’s history; the Cambrian explosion
represents an explosion of morphological diversity rather than lineage
diversity


